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Nina and Knox flirted a bit when Tess, her best friend and J.D. his brother decided to try the whole

long distance relationship out. Nina wasnâ€™t really a relationship-type person, so that would never

happen. After his first go with having a woman, Knox was more about meaningless sex. Since they

both could agree on one thing, they tried the casual affair. What they did not expect, was their own

issues coming to knock on their door. Knox is a hard one to pin down but Nina is worse because

both of them have very few cares to give. Read about this roller coaster relationship and see if two

hard hearts can find what they have been searching for.This is an IR. stand-alone, but highly

recommended that you read the first novel, with visits from your favorite By Chance, No Choice

couple, Tess & J.D.
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Both Knox and Nina needed things in their past lives that they both needed to deal with before they

could commit to each other. Their attraction to each other was hot and heavy but those issues

needed to be addressed.Lennox, aka Knox needed to deal with his broken heart and feelings of

inadequacy and Nina needed to deal with the fact that she was brought up in a loveless marriage.



Both of them needed help from a therapist.Xyla wrote an interesting sequel to the Stetson series. I

can't wait to see how Mills and Nadine deal with snarky Rebecca in the next book.

I've been waiting for this book ever since I read J.D. and Tess' story, and Ms. Turner did not

disappoint! I applaud her on so many levels. First, because this book was edited, which put it in true

five star status. The continuity between both book's characters and unexpected twists and turns

made it exciting, combining old and new ideas. LOVED IT!!!! May I make a suggestion? Going

forward I'd only change one thing on your books and that's the picture of the leading ladies. You've

got HOT guys and not so hot leading ladies. You should make better matches!

Knox is a true alpha and Nina is a true beta and they are each other missing piece. Their chemistry

is smoking hot and melt a bucket ice less than three seconds. True love can heal old wounds. Pops

is hilarious and along with his sons. Knox and Nina found closure from their past demons in order to

move forward in their relationship. I can't wait for Mills and Nadine's story.

Nina and Knox are a force together and individually. I loved the banter between the two. The

explosive tempers and the equally hot makeup.i loved that Nina was very independent and did

whatever she wanted without regrets. I also loved the possessive, hard as edge to Knox with a twist

of softy. A very enjoyable read. Ms. Xyla, I need you to go ahead and get Mills and Nadine's story

out. You got me out hear feenin' for the Stetson Series

Long time for the second book in this series. It was worth the wait. Great to catch up on the

characters from the first book. Family and the dynamics of city vs. country continue to be the

themes. Both were handled realistically. Looking forward to the next brother and his story.

I just love it!!!!Ã°ÂŸÂ’Â•Ã°ÂŸÂ’Â•Ã°ÂŸÂ’Â• You killed it. I enjoyed every page. The wait was well

worth it. Fanfreakingtastic characters, chemistry and storytelling...Nina and Knox stole my heart. Are

Mills and Naomi next??? I'm ready!!Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â€Ã°ÂŸÂ’Âž

Can I just say I was not expecting half of that first of all. I have been waiting for Nina and Knox book

for so long, I thought they was going to be your typical Friends with Benefits turn into lovers then

getting married. But no they passed had to be crippling, Nina's parents raised her in a Loveless

marriage so now she don't think she need nor deserve or want to put up with the false pretense of it.



Knox was in love lost everything and he feel like he didn't deserve it like his daddy Laura wasn't that

just a cycle that wanted to keep repeating. But I have to say depression is a scary disease you can

have you thinking you alright but you are cuckoo bird and don't even realize it or if you are and don't

ask or tell nobody and just disappeared people hate you. Now ya always introduce another brother

in the book and meals and that cuckoo bird Rebecca I saw hope she ain't pregnant he don't need

her for a baby mama. And his new boo Natalie or Nadine one of them my bad she is not playing

Neil's got some work to do. But I'll be here waiting facility whenever it's ready.Miss Xyla you did your

thang! Congratulations on another amazing story.Side note: if you know somebody that suffer from

depression keep them help and if it's you ask for help, and therapy is is a safe place to release

thoughts whether they safe or unhealthy.

This is my review and how I see it. Author Xyla Turner provides us with another fantastic story in

Meet Me Halfway. This story explores what happened between Nina (Tess's best friend) and Knox

(J.D.'s brother) and their relationship. The Stetson series has some strong alpha males who fight

not only against themselves but will fight for the women they love. Both Nina and Knox have some

underlying issues they need to deal with because they are in denial about who they are with each

other. This book like the first one will segue into the third book in this series. From what happened in

this book, it looks like it is going to be another good one.It was good to see Tess and J.D. in this

story. Pops is my favorite, and he needs his own story This is my review and how I see it.
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